
A DISCUSSION OF FUSION RECATION

Fusion reactions are most easily achieved with hydrogen atoms because of the .. The fusion reaction between
deuterium and tritium (DT) discussed earlier is.

This is the reason why the final experiment program was brought forward several years. The rationale of an
irrational project One can finally wonder about the reasons that keep the mad program for developing fusion
energy alive. A much safer prediction falta texto would be to consider fusion energy a source of energy
belonging to the twenty-second century. Putting the fusion problem over the time's arrow, one immediately
realises the extent to which discussion of this source of energy is falsified and useless. To the left of the arrow
before the reaction there are two protons and three neutrons. It will start commissioning the reactor that same
year and initiate plasma experiments in , but is not expected to begin full deuterium-tritium fusion until  The
fusion of nuclei in a star, starting from its initial hydrogen and helium abundance, provides that energy and
synthesizes new nuclei as a byproduct of the fusion process. A few months before the Gulf War the US had
reduced its fusion energy program and the prevailing mood in the EC seemed to foretell a freeze in the
European program. In relation to the first point, anyone arguing in favour of fusion energy will find it difficult
to provide conclusive evidence. Only direct conversion of mass into energy , such as that caused by the
annihilatory collision of matter and antimatter , is more energetic per unit of mass than nuclear fusion. By
falsifying the dates on which the scientists themselves assure the public that fusion energy will be available,
fusion can be presented as the inexhaustible source that will replace oil and the other conventional sources that
are either approaching depletion or subject to increasing environmental limitations. The net result is the fusion
of four protons into one alpha particle , with the release of two positrons and two neutrinos which changes two
of the protons into neutrons , and energy. After giving details of recent progress in the field and likely progress
in the foreseeable future, this distinguished author, a qualified representative of the scientific community
working in the fusion field, concludes All of these speculations were proven correct in the following decades.
One last and perhaps major reason is that the development of fusion energy matches the global energy model
on which the current economic organization is based. This conclusion seems obvious, but in order to make it
even clearer it may be useful to take another leap in the arrow of time, this time backwards, and place
ourselves mentally in , that is, eight decades in the past, in order to consider the wisdom of making prospective
social, economic or technological analyses. It takes considerable energy to force nuclei to fuse, even those of
the lightest element, hydrogen. None whatsoever. Eventually, the binding energy becomes negative and very
heavy nuclei all with more than nucleons, corresponding to a diameter of about 6 nucleons are not stable.
From the political point of view, most of today's countries did not exist as independent entities in  Tritium can
be produced by combining the fusion neutron with the abundant light metal lithium. Fusion powers stars and
produces virtually all elements in a process called nucleosynthesis. So, for example, since two neutrons in a
nucleus are identical to each other, the goal of distinguishing one from the other, such as which one is in the
interior and which is on the surface, is in fact meaningless, and the inclusion of quantum mechanics is
therefore necessary for proper calculations. One out of every 6, atoms of hydrogen in ordinary water is
deuterium, giving a gallon of water the energy content of gallons of gasoline. An important fusion reaction for
practical energy generation is that between deuterium and tritium the D-T fusion reaction. Rand Corporation.
At each moment, dirigida por Other factors may limit its use even more strictly. Different reaction chains are
involved, depending on the mass of the star and therefore the pressure and temperature in its core. So the
fictional debate must return to the very real conceptual problem of fusion energy, which lies in its intrinsic
physical irrationality.


